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SALE

CODE: V002240
City: São vicente
Address: Estrada de Lazareto 

Type V 2br. apartment

Price: 175.000,00 EUR

Expences:  EUR

FEATURES
Locals 3 Rooms 2 Bathrooms 2
Balconies Terraces 1 Floor 3
Garage Car places Total Floors 5
Year 2015 Renovated Level

SQUARE METERS
Commercial 98 Floor Area 81 Mansard

Balconies Garage Garden

Terrace 17 Basement Cellar

CARD
Hot Water: Independent Furniture: Furnished

Garden: Common Rank: Elegant

Free Sides: 2 View: Sea View

Floors Bathroom: Ceramic Floors Kitchen: Ceramic

Floors Living Ceramic Floors Bedrooms: Ceramic

Position: See Heating: No

Doors: Excellent Property Perfect Conditions

Kitchen: View Kitchen Type living: Living room

ACCESSORIES
Elevator, Park Condominium, Swimming Pool, Caretaker / Guardian,
Outdoor Tables

DESCRIPTION
The mild climate, the sea, the hospitable people, tranquility, nature are
many of the reasons why spend the holidays in Cape Verde .
But why not consider even the possibility of investing by buying a property
There? This could be your chance. We are on the island of São Vicente
which is the capital of the Cape Verdean culture and home to the famous
Carnival of Mindelo. It is a small island that offers not only sea, beach and
sport but many other opportunities  entertainment such as bars,

ENERGETIC CLASS
Not Applicable
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restaurants, shops etc. and a full calendar of cultural events and activities
throughout the year. Always on the ground floor, were made 5 shops and a
restaurant, very useful to eat lunch and dinner or for a hearty breakfast
without having to leave the residence.
The residence, called "Las Rochas" is located in Lazareto, a quiet
residential area about 3 km from the Centre of Mindelo, with which it is
connected via a cycle path along the sea lighted even at night.
The Palace was completed in 2015, built by an Italian company, with
architectural standards very superior to other local realities; spread over 5
floors plus the basement for a total of 74 apartments.
Already from the entrance you are immersed in a holiday atmosphere, you
are greeted, from a small tropical garden with some sofas to make
pleasent the stop at reception. We take the elevator to go up to 3 floor
where we will find the apartment, entering, you remain immediately
charmed by the luminosity and from spaciousness, a large living room with
kitchen, two bedrooms and two bathrooms. From every room you can
enjoy a breathtaking view of the sea, but from the corner terrace, which
overlooks the living room, and the view is truly unique, the Monte Cara, the
Bay of Mindelo, Ilha dos Passeros and the island of Santo Antão are the
panoramas that can be admired.
Furnish a second home, especially if it is abroad, sometimes it could be a
problem, a problem that the current ownership has seen fit to solve
thinking practically all the furniture, appliances, curtains, crockery and
even paintings, all well-groomed and with quality components. Except for
some accessories, the furniture and appliances were imported from
Europe chosen from the best brands in the sign of reliability and design,
such as the convection oven Whirlpool, Kristalia chairs and furniture
components of Errebi Salotti.
But one cannot consider this property even from a perspective more
"economic", as well as a wonderful apartment in a beautiful place,
represents an excellent investment. Economic and political stability of the
country, the daily flights from major European airports, taxation facilitated,
tourism industry in great development, mild weather 12 months a year,
only these few factors, suggest the potential that there may be. More than
many words are the facts to speak, currently the apartment during the
period of inactivity is rented mainly European clientele with an index of
annual employment by over 80%.


